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Abstract

This paper is an introductory study of the works by the Viennese-born composer Pia Palme, who characterised the community of Austrian female artists as a productive and particularly innovative one. Palme herself is part of this productive and lively scene, but her role in it is twofold, for she is well known not only as a performer and composer but also for her cultural, political, and feminist engagement. From 2007 to 2013, together with the vocalist Gina Mattiello, she organised e_may, a festival dedicated to commissioning and performing pieces by contemporary women composers. Both e_may’s international programme and Palme’s œuvre show that Pia Palme is an internationally oriented artist. Born and living in Vienna, she has been collaborating with artists from all over the world since the beginning of her artistic career. Without a doubt, the exploration of Pia Palme’s works and their specific position in the Austrian music scene relates to gender and women’s studies, as well as to Austrian music studies. Writing a portrayal of Pia Palme means exploring a specific female contribution to contemporary Austrian music. However, at the same time her œuvre raises questions about the terms “female” and “Austrian” themselves: How can these categories be understood? This article’s objective is therefore to illuminate, with the help of Pia Palme’s œuvre, what the label “woman composer” and “Austrian music” might mean in this specific context.
Introduction

This paper is an introductory study of the works by the Viennese-born composer Pia Palme. In her article “Schillernde Zwischenwelten”, published in the Austrian Music Magazine ÖMZ,[1] Pia Palme characterised the community of Austrian female artists as a productive and particularly innovative one. According to her, the works produced by artists such as Cordula Bösze, Claudia Cervenka, Elisabeth Harnik, Sophie Reyer, and Elisabeth Schimana are marked by a strong willingness to transcend boundaries. Frequently, they combine electronic media, improvisation, elements of popular music, and Western classical traditions.

Pia Palme herself is part of this productive and lively scene, but her role in it is twofold, for she is well known not only as a performer and composer but also for her cultural, political, and feminist engagement. From 2007 to 2013, together with the vocalist Gina Mattiello, she organised e_may, a festival dedicated to commissioning and performing pieces by contemporary women composers.[2] This hugely successful festival featured individual approaches to composition and improvisation situated somewhere between electronic music, new music, and sound art.[3] In programmes of festivals dedicated to contemporary music, women composers are still a highly underrepresented group.[4] Therefore, the main objective of e_may’s founders was both to offer their female colleagues opportunities to have their music performed and to make women’s contributions to contemporary Austrian music more noticeably felt.

Both e_may’s international programme and Palme’s œuvre show that Pia Palme is an internationally oriented artist. Born and living in Vienna, she has been collaborating with artists from all over the world since the beginning of her artistic career. In May 2013 she was composer in residence at the Austrian embassy in Tehran, where she held workshops and performed with Iranian musicians and composers. Since 2011 Palme has been doing research for her PhD with Liza Lim and Monty Adkins at the University of Huddersfield, England. Therefore, her most recent works written within the framework of the arts PhD programme are also contributions to the recently established field of artistic research. The doctoral thesis she is preparing is entitled Composing the Noise of Mind.[5]

Without a doubt, the exploration of Pia Palme’s works and their specific position in the Austrian music scene relates to gender and women’s studies, as well as to Austrian music studies. Writing a portrayal of Pia Palme means exploring a specific female contribution to contemporary Austrian music. However, at the same time her œuvre raises questions about the terms “female” and “Austrian” themselves: How can these categories be understood? This article’s objective is therefore to illuminate, with the help of Pia Palme’s œuvre, what the label “woman composer” and “Austrian music” might mean in this specific context.

Gender studies in music have been characterised by lively discussions concerning the impact of female viewpoints in the arts for at least two decades. Continuing the work of groundbreaking studies by Eva Rieger and Susan McClary, scholars such as Marcia Citron and Suzanne G. Cusick did pioneering work by developing new approaches in order to unmask and overcome stereotypes that exclude women from musical life and history.[6] As far as biography is concerned, Melanie Unseld recently engaged in a wide-ranging historical analysis of changing concepts and their impact on musicology.[7] Concerning the debate on whether there is a female aesthetics that contrasts with the dominant male approach, a major contribution was made by the Australian scholar Sally Macarthur.[8] In her recent works, Macarthur argues the case for a Deleuzian approach:[9]
Drawing on the work of philosophers, such as Deleuze, and Deleuze with Guattari, and on feminists, including those who work with Deleuze, I attempt to sketch out a practice of difference that is positive and productive as it relates to women’s ‘new’ musical composition. I draw on the concept of the event from Deleuze who understands it as a potentiality or possibility, or a moment of dynamic change, and I use it as a way to engage creatively and productively with the not-yet known.\[10\]

As Macarthur explains by taking Anne Boyd’s music as an example, musical works can be “conceived in terms of events that are always already constituted within a system of relations”. The movement of Boyd’s music “is marked by change: her musical works are events that constantly pass through other events. This way of interpreting Boyd’s music avoids thinking of it in terms of a pre-existent set of signifiers that belong to a specific musical referential system. Instead, we are encouraged to think of Boyd’s music […] according to its ‘capacity to transform bodies, organs and territories’”.\[11\]

According to Macarthur, this “shifts the focus from the structure and the aesthetics of the music to the multiple connections it makes in life beyond its birth by the composer”.\[12\]

This paper relates to this perspective inspired by poststructuralist philosophy. In order to describe Pia Palme’s artistic position, I will take the manifold relationships she establishes herself in her works as a point of departure for developing a broader view: In the first part, Pia Palme’s allusion to the idea of the artist as a nomad will be related to postmodern concepts of identity. In particular, I will focus on her highly individual approach to various musical traditions. In the second part I will draw on Hélène Cixous’ ideas of “écriture feminine” and Jean-François Lyotard’s concept of postmodern narratives for the purpose of discussing Pia Palme’s predilection for vocal expression and her feminist views. The third and fourth parts will analyse her interest in theatrical forms and her exploration of the creative process, respectively, with reference to the traditional conception of the musical work. In conclusion, I will summarize my findings in order to discuss briefly the question of how we can understand Austrian music and the female production thereof in the light of Pia Palme’s works.

I. Bridging Different Worlds and Inventing a Novel Tradition

When we try to think about identity in an “open reality”, we should not, as Frank Vogelsang has explained convincingly, define it as “a distinction of singular persons on their particular way of distinguishing them from others”: “The prerequisite of identity is rather to acknowledge the relatedness to others, even if the ways of life may be characterised by different priorities”.\[13\]

Whereas the concept of identity is traditionally linked to the ideas of totality and individuality, it might be helpful to conceive of it as fragmented and dynamic: a continuous search that establishes multiple relationships and never comes to an end. Therefore, Frank Vogelsang chose the image of wandering as the point of departure for his study on identity.\[14\]

Feminist researchers have also developed concepts of identity that deny totality and fixations.\[15\]
Rosi Braidotti, for example, explained her views on feminism and its possible forms today by coining the expression “nomadic subjects”: For her, the nomad is “a figuration for the kind of subject who has relinquished all idea, desire, or nostalgia for fixity. This figuration expresses the desire for an identity made of transitions, successive shifts, and coordinated changes, without and against an essential unity.”

Further, Braidotti argues that “the figuration of the nomad is a form of intervention on the debate between feminism and the postmodernist crisis of values and representations of the subject”. For feminists, “the central issue is the interconnectedness between identity, subjectivity, and power”. Thus Braidotti suggests that feminists as well as other critical intellectuals should “cultivate a nomadic consciousness”:

This form of consciousness combines features that are usually perceived as opposing, namely the possession of a sense of identity that rests not on fixity but on contingency. The nomadic consciousness combines coherence with mobility. It aims to rethink the unity of the subject, without reference to humanistic beliefs, without dualistic oppositions, linking instead body and mind in a new set of intensive and often in transitive transitions.

Drawing on Deleuze, Braidotti characterises nomadic shifts as a “creative sort of becoming; a performative metaphor that allows for otherwise unlikely encounters and unsuspected sources of interaction of experience and of knowledge.”

Pia Palme’s œuvre contains many characteristic features of a nomadic consciousness of the kind described by Braidotti. The different fields the composer combines in her work are all somehow rooted in her specific biography. In her studies at the Technical University of Vienna (mathematics and projective geometry), the Conservatory of Vienna (recorder), and at the Naropa University at Boulder, Colorado (improvisation), she combined technical and artistic fields. As a composer Palme has always matched traditional instrumental playing with the use of topical electronic means. As an interpreter she performs her own works but also works written especially for her. These include pieces by other women composers whom she regards as particularly significant, such as the French composer Eliane Radigue. Pia Palme’s improvisations are characterised by an innovative use of the contrabass recorder as well as by the use of amplification and electronics.

As a composer, Palme works both in traditional and in experimental fields. For her, the combination of spontaneity with “skilful expression” is essential. Often she combines traditional composition, performance, and improvisation. Improvising was Palme’s point of departure, offering her the possibility to return to her inner self, as she explains:

I have also done improvisation retreats: closed myself in at a place, practicing solo improvisation only, following a set schedule for some days, without talking/playing otherwise and only concentrating on continuous improvised musical expression. By doing this I experienced various levels of emptying out and changing awareness [...].

The contemplative background this quote highlights relates Pia Palme’s music to the work of John
Cage. The impact of Cage’s heavy influence on new developments in the 1960s is still felt today and has yet to be sufficiently explored.\[^{21}\] Pia Palme commented on another improvisation with contrabass recorder and electronics recorded live in Berlin in 2012 as follows: “I really like this idea of coming to a venue completely empty, without stuff on my computer, and leaving it empty again, a nomad of sound”\[^{22}\].

Many of her performances are dedicated to women composers. “Homage to Hildegard”, for example, is a series of improvisations recorded during a retreat at a mountain hermitage. In general, the location where the music is performed and composed is of particular importance to her. “The music was recorded on the name day of composer Hildegard von Bingen during a clear and cold night in 2010. There was no (human) audience present,” she explained.\[^{23}\]

By creating meditative music through topical technical means, Palme merges contemplative and rational currents. Further, she refers to both the history of Western music and to the Buddhist world. With every new project she establishes new perspectives and collaborations. One of her recent solo projects, “Turquoise Passages” for contrabass recorder, voice, microphones, and electronics, resulted from a stay in Tehran, where she was composer in residence at the Teahouse Pavilion of the Austrian Embassy. The piece is conceived as a work in progress. Consisting of a series of sketches, it is based on a text the composer wrote during her residency. “The text [...] gives texture to the music”, she explained.\[^{24}\]

Reflecting on her Iranian impressions, Palme integrates some motifs that highlight important aspects of her artistic position: 1. With her music she opens up a space for reflection beyond all stylistic limits where disclosure and hiding go hand in hand. 2. The multilayered artistic processes she designs are open in order to make emancipation possible. 3. One of the most interesting characteristic features of Palme’s pieces is that they merge activity and a kind of more passive openness. Thus, performers who participate in her projects can find and shape a space for their own creativity. 4. For political reasons, women occupy a particular place in Pia Palme’s works and are given prominent attention.

By transforming the composer’s impressions into words, the text paints a subjective scenario which serves as a basis and structural guideline for the music. Filling the more abstract verbal scenario with sensual sound, the music at the same time illustrates the composer’s search for a piece. An important characteristic feature of “Turquoise Passages” is that the music merges with the breath of the performer. Thus, the sound is extremely close to the body, creating a very intimate atmosphere. However, rooted in the personal experience which is the source of the work, this nearness is modified by electronic means. Background and foreground, distance and proximity interact, alternate, and complement each other. Interrupted by interrogative vocal and instrumental gestures at some moments, silence contributes to the thought-provoking dimension of the piece: music contemplating the process of music’s creation.

**Audio Sample 1: “Turquoise Passages”**

[https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/turquoise-passages-sketch-i](https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/turquoise-passages-sketch-i)

“ESQH Close-up”, composed in 2011 for oboe da caccia solo, combines Western traditions of baroque music with inspirations from Persian calligraphy: “The handwriting and spelling (transcription) of the old Farsi word eshq has inspired the concept and structure of this
contemporary solo piece for this unique baroque instrument”, the composer explains. “Eshq (or eshgh, as it is sometimes transcribed) means love; it is an old and poetic word, and often used in a mystic sense, much like the old German word ‘minne’. The famous Iranian poet Hafez (1325–1389), for example, wrote a lot about it. The letters of the transcription eshgh provided tonal material for the composition.”

In this piece, experimentation changes the form of expression. Continuous new beginnings characterise the music. By adopting a speaking character, the instrumental sound becomes human. An atmosphere of listening to the fading sound constitutes the end.

Audio Sample 2: “ESHQ Close-up”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/turquoise-passages-sketch-i

II. Voices and Politics – Vocal Music in Search of the Inaudible

When we deal with Pia Palme’s œuvre, one of the questions that arise is how art can be political today. According to Braidotti, “postmodern nomadic feminism argues that you do not have to be settled in a substantive vision of the subject in order to be political”. Rather, “political agency has to do with the capacity to expose the illusion of ontological foundations”: “What is political is precisely this awareness of the fractured, intrinsically power-based constitution of the subject and the active quest for possibilities of resistance to hegemonic formations.” Braidotti highlights that “the nomadic subject functions as a relay team: s/he connects, circulates, moves on; s/he does not form identifications but keeps on coming back at regular intervals. [...] Nomadic politics is a matter of bonding, of coalitions, of interconnections.”

In Palme’s work, the fact becomes clearly visible that “drawing a flow of connections need not be an act of appropriation”, as Braidotti puts it, but “marks transitions between communicating states and experiences”. The political convictions which determine the composer’s cultural and political engagement also characterise her pieces, even if her œuvre cannot be reduced to it.
she does not write her own texts, Palme chooses texts by authors whose works reflect her own artistic position in a complementary way. Many of her colleagues do not want to be addressed as women artists. Palme, by contrast, creates her works deliberately from the perspective of a female composer. This implies among other things a specific feminist view. Considering this political background, it is not surprising that artistically shaping the human voice is one of her main interests, because composing for voice provides the opportunity to deliver a message and to relate music precisely to a political topic. In addition, the text serves as an inspiration for musical invention. Regarded as a source of concrete sound material, texts performed by different voices offer a huge variety of bodily expressions. By combining and making different voices audible, the composer takes part in the “collective project of feminism, which implies the acknowledgment and recognition of the voices of other women”.

Palme collaborated several times with the American writer Anne Waldman, who is also very well known for her impressive poetry reading. Palme shares her belief in the importance of voice and performance. In FEMINAFESTO, from “Kill or Cure” published in 1994, Waldman writes:

> Perhaps women have the advantage of producing a radically disruptive and subversive kind of writing right now because they are experiencing the current imbalances and contradictions that drive them to it. [...] She – the practitioner – wishes to explore and dance with everything in the culture which is unsung, mute, and controversial so that she may subvert the existing systems that repress and misunderstand feminine ‘difference.’

Similar to Palme’s approach, Waldman combines Buddhist tenets and different sources of physicality. Her poetics can be characterised as an inclusive approach based on the idea of openness, for her art is a process including present and past voices simultaneously. Therefore, she perceives her poetry as a deep novel experience for the reader: “a sustained experience, a voyage, a magnificent dream, something that would take you in myriad directions simultaneously, and you could draw on all of these other voices and you could pay homage to ancestors and other languages – a poem that would include everything and yet dwell in the interstices of imagination and action.”

The composer and the poet also share similar views as far as the form of artistic cooperation is concerned: Both have confidence in their collaborators. Pia Palme loves open concepts that allow everybody to deal with the chosen material in his or her own way. Anne Waldman, in turn, trusts the composer, who chooses different passages of Waldman’s texts and uses them freely, from a musical standpoint only. She even allows major changes in form and semantics which result from these musically conceived procedures.

Palme’s use of texts is characterised by the idea of making hidden voices audible. In her pieces, processes of deconstruction and fragmentation become a prerequisite for disclosure. Pia Palme’s vocal music is marked by her interest in innovative technical developments. At the same time, the pieces also include historical dimensions. Between 2009 and 2012 she wrote several works for a historical speaking machine created by the Austrian writer and inventor Wolfgang Ritter von Kempelen (1734–1804), who became world famous for the invention of a chess-playing automaton. “KEMPELENS’S RING”, a composition for mobile phone, Kempelen’s speaking machine, fragmented sub bass recorder, microphones, electronics, and male voices was composed in
2012. Palme characterised the piece as a “Cyborg/Minuten/Oper für ein Mobiltelefon als Multitasking-Hauptdarsteller”:

The mobile phone is given the voice of a baroque speaking machine, which develops vocalises over a continuo consisting of a scratching noise and divergent spectres of noise. Noise from the inner parts of the sub bass recorder is combined with modulators and electronics. Samples recorded with the help of Kempelen’s speaking machine join in.[32]

Echoing a few words of Waldman’s text for “BARE BRANCHES”, written in the same year, – “version of absent world”, “locked”, and “trapped” – “KEMPELEN’S RING” can be understood as a meditation on the phenomena of presence and absence. Thus, it relates past, present, and future on both a semantic and an empirical level.

Another composition entitled “DER KÜHNERE ENTSCHLUSS”, written in 2011, was commissioned for the “Klangspuren Tirol” festival; it combines voice, oboe da caccia, and electronics with Kempelen’s speaking machine. In this piece Palme explored three divergent layers of speech, including military language. The piece is based on contemporary texts by Margret Kreidl and Hansjörg Zauner, and on a historical source: “Exerzierreglement für die k.u.k. Fusstruppen”, dating from 1911. This book belonged to Palme’s grandfather, an officer in the Austro-Hungarian Imperial Army.

The music is organised in several layers: At the beginning a creaking noise is heard, providing the background for the oboe and the voice. The text, full of military metaphors, paints a scenario of assault. Parallel to the musical development, the words become more and more dramatized. The culmination is followed by an abrupt break and calmer passages. Conflict and battle are the main topics discussed by the voice, which pleads for courage: “In zweifelhaften Fällen ist der kühnere Entschluss der bessere.” It is the idea of the body as a machine which is explored sensually in the music. The speaking machine and the oboe become increasingly humanised and are freed more and more from the norms of a classical style. Vocal gestures of dislike or aversion become audible, as do animal-like sounds traditionally excluded from the artistic field. At the end, a sensual siren represents the verbal signal “Sturm”.

Verses such as “Ich arbeite mit Brüchen”, “Das ist etwas ganz anderes als Stille”, or “Ich möchte nicht wie ein Vogel singen” seem to comment on the audible situation. Thus, the text can be understood as an artistic self-reflection, too, as a comment of the composer on her own working process.

Audio Sample 3: “DER KÜHNERE ENTSCHLUSS”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/der-k-hnere-entschluss-1

“EXHIBIT #ONE”, composed in 2009 for the IMA Institute founded by the Austrian composer Elisabeth Schimana, features a reconstructed historical speaking machine and microphones, voice, and live electronics. In this piece, a process of emancipation takes place. A fragmentary text by Bernadette Schiefer sketches the scenario. [33]
The text addresses the listener directly. Single words contrast with sounds; a narration develops. Growing rhythmical density contributes to this development. Noise and breath constitute an animated sound. The continuous background sounds seem machine-like. Savage sounds emerge in front of a melancholic fading background generated electronically. Some sounds of suffocation evoke horror and disgust. Foreground and background alternate abruptly like cuts in a film. The atmosphere is radical and expressive, yet the sounds are gentle and soft. The piece appears to be alive like an animal.

Audio Sample. 4: “EXHIBIT #ONE”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/exhibit-1

Unusual forms of presentation and communication created by novel technical means have characterised many of Pia Palme’s vocal pieces from the beginning. A relatively early example is “VARIETIES” for mixed choir and two solo voices (mezzo soprano and baritone), composed in 2009.[34] The title alludes to the compositional and performative process of the work: a vast field of sounds is generated from a single sonic source. The composer applies audio scores as a performance concept for a choir of 100 people in a spatial setting. The setting for the performance at the MAK museum Vienna was created by Pia Palme in collaboration with the Gartenbauschule Schönbrunn. The year 2009 was the international year of the aubergine; thus, the scenery for the performance was designed by the spatial Ikebana master Irene Pichlhöfer as an installation made of 700 kg of aubergines comprising 80 old varieties. The libretto is based on texts by Sophie Reyer and Oswald Egger written in coproduction. In order to parallel the idea of propagation from a source which determines the musical process, both authors followed a specific procedure: each verse by Egger was answered by a line by Reyer.

Figure 2: “VARIETIES” at MAK, Vienna (copyright by Gabriela Koch)
The main compositional concept of the piece was to create the parts for a mixed choir out of two vocal solo parts with the help of audio scores during the performance. The sound passes via headphones from the soloists to the lead singers, and within the choir from one singer to the next. There is no need for a conductor. While singing their notated parts independently, the two soloists follow a timeline. A male and female singer equipped with headphones lead the choir. Microphones transmit the solo voices into the headsets of the lead singers. Everybody is asked to perform exactly what he or she hears as accurately as possible. “Instead of reading music, singers perform by ear”, Pia Palme stressed. Audio scores have been used for film music since the 1920s. In the realm of new music, however, they are used relatively rarely, Palme explained. This mode of learning and performing involves specific challenges for the musicians, because the flow of the piece should never be interrupted. As a consequence, “parts are uncontrollably eroded and modulated (like through electronic means), but here it happens through people trying to perform as accurately as possible by ear”, Palme wrote. As the composer prescribed, “soloists should be able to listen to the choir at least during rehearsal, to be able to react to it: as their parts generate the piece, they should be aware of how the choir picks up their voices.”[35] In addition, the sound is shaped by the spatial arrangement of the choir. Men and women are lined up facing each other according to the composer’s plan, which includes the audience as an active part:

The soloists should stand at a maximum distance from the choir (if possible, not even in view of the choir – around a corner, for example). The distance between the soloists and the body of the choir opens up space for the audience to move in or stand still at will. The acoustic pattern changes with the position of the listener.[36]

Audio Sample 5: “VARIETIES”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/varieties-remix

Structural ideas are the point of departure for Pia Palme’s works, which usually begin with conceptual studies and spatial sketches. The composer establishes relationships to traditions via
genres and instrumentation, adapting them to the 21st century by adding new technical means and putting them into a new context. As far as the polyphonic structure of her works and her predilection for thinking in voices are concerned, she takes Johann Sebastian Bach as one of her central ideals. With “BARE BRANCHES”, composed in 2012, Palme refers to a recent political event: the forced abortion of female fetuses in China. Based on a text by Anne Waldman, who refers to a sociological study exploring the impact of this policy on Chinese society, the piece aims at making missing voices audible in an emotional way. In order to achieve this goal, “BARE BRANCHES” continues the old tradition of the requiem. In the piece the composer used vocal material spoken by women in different places in the world. The harmonies resulted from a spectral analysis of songs recorded at an Indian cloister for nuns. The piece is conceived in three parts. At the beginning, noise and breathing are heard. Long notes constitute the background for separate, softly whispered vowels, which alternate with more elaborate coloraturas. In the course of the piece, the voices merge into an overall sound, a choir is built up, and the music intensifies. Against this background, which recalls traditional church music, litany-like melodies evolve. Electronics contribute to an increasingly bizarre atmosphere and the piece becomes continuously dramatic. Whispers, single vowels, and other phonemes illustrate growing excitement. Falling gestures signal sadness and lament. The harmonies recall traditional choral settings dominated partly by fifths. By contrast, more dissonant intervals such as seconds produce a modern character. Sometimes solo voices emerge, contributing emotional sounds and non-verbal questions. The third part is characterised by a spoken text accompanied by metallic sounds. Gradually, voices join in. A choral setting recalls old music, while polyphonic textures come to the fore. The vocal sound remains as a central element at the end; slowly, it is transformed into breath. Few phonemes and syllables can be heard. The sound is static and at the same time fluent. Whereas the music seems near, the spoken text as a separate layer remains in the background, as if heard from a distance. Short solos appear as ruptures.

Audio Sample 6: “BARE BRANCHES” (part three)
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/bare-branches_part3

Pia Palme’s artistic efforts to make inaudible voices audible and to integrate contrasting voices into her pieces relate her œuvre to the postmodern philosophy of Jean-François Lyotard. For him, art’s contribution to justice consists of creating a multitude of small narratives, thus putting an end to the domination of a single grand narrative and its fatal tendency to silence all others. Furthermore, by drawing attention to diversity, difference, and silence, art helps unheard voices to obtain attention. Therefore, art provokes a different attitude towards the past than the one our modern technical words suggests: Whereas in our daily life memory is often nothing more than seemingly pure information about the past, artistic commemoration comprises the idea of an irretrievable loss manifesting itself in the artistic language itself. Consequently, fragmentation and silence become basic characteristic features of the artistic event.
III. Theatre and Installations – Art beyond Traditional Limits

Lyotard thought of small narratives as subversive elements. Conceiving Western society as a libidinous economy, he believed the limits of the body should ultimately be abandoned in order to overcome capitalism. It is again art that might accomplish such a radical vision. In feminist theory, “a radical rejection of essentialism” is connected with an “emphasis on embodiment”. “One speaks as a woman in order to empower women, to activate sociosymbolic changes in their condition: this is a radically essentialist position”, writes Rosi Braidotti. For her, “the body or the embodiment of the subject is to be understood as neither a biological nor a sociological category but rather as a point of overlapping between the physical, the symbolic, and the sociological”.

In Palme’s œuvre, the creation of intermediate spaces where different forms of expression, technical means, and voices meet transgresses the traditional boundaries of the musical work. In Braidotti’s case we can speak of an “affirmation of fluid boundaries” and “a sort of collective becoming polyglot”. But for Palme it is the body which plays a crucial role in this process. Therefore, her art can also be related to the feminist philosophy of Hélène Cixous, who created the notion of “écriture feminine”: a sort of bodily poetic expression that integrates multiple voices. Politically, it is Cixous’ objective to “eradicate death and affirm life”, as Verena Andermatt Conley puts it:

Cixous is concerned with a desire of intensity that would replace a desire of appropriation based on the death of one of the partners. This summit of desire, of height – close to Bataille’s notion of sovereignty which, beyond a simple coincidence of opposites, displaces Hegelian mastery – inscribes itself in the functioning of a writing that exceeds the logos. [...] Sovereignty has to be read outside of hierarchies, as that which rids itself of quotidian preoccupations, obstacles, closures, possibilities of reversal, on the side of spending, the gift, and birth.

In contrast to many pieces of electronic music, Palme’s works are only possible as live performances. The autonomous parts of all the contributors play a crucial role in the constitution of the whole piece. Therefore, her œuvre is an invitation to call into question the traditional role of both composer and interpreter. In her works the interpreter’s responsibility is much greater than in traditionally conceived pieces, while the composer has to adopt a more collaborative role.

An important characteristic feature of her works results from her experience with improvisation. Spontaneity plays a crucial role in that it adds a certain feeling of time that is different from a time organisation based mainly on serial structures or computer-generated algorithmic patterns. Relying on spontaneity involves taking a certain risk, as whether the dramaturgical concept is successfully put into effect depends on the special occasion and the quality of each performance.

Together with the dramatic character inherent in Palme’s music, the indispensable bodily presence of the musicians – an essential feature of her pieces – contributes to the theatrical character of many of her compositions. Many of her works are theatrical projects. Opera has been
at the heart of her interests since 2013. As a starting point for her project “ABSTRIAL”, the composer criticises traditional opera as performed today for its lack of reality and contemporaneity:

I perceive operas performed at the major opera houses today as perpetuating social rituals rooted in Western cultures of the later 19th century. Not only today’s music is neglected here, but today’s society as well. [...] In traditional opera settings, the audience is drawn into a dislocated ‘sphere of magic’ – using a quote from composer Lachenmann about the industry of classical music.\[46\]

By creating “ABSTRIAL”, the group of collaborators desired a shift from this museum-like routine: a processual collaborative piece rooted in everyday life.

The group of artists who collaborated to create ABSTRIAL wanted to stage an opera which is part of today’s reality. [...] Every person in the piece shares the same reality, the same world, the same process of transient existence, as every human being present during the performance. There is no separate story/reality/play or dream or magic, which this piece wants to create. Everything is directly visible/audible: raising dough and falling/breaking glass, an audience and performers. The opera ABSTRIAL constitutes a synchronous event to everyday life: a con-temporary opera.\[47\]

The concept includes a living installation by Ivan Fantini using yeast dough, which changes constantly. By doing so, it adds an unpredictable quasi-natural element to the setting: “The stage lives synchronously with the audience, changes and decays, while the performers change, and the music arises and fades away”, is how the composer described the idea, again attempting to relate art and life in every single given moment.

With this integrative concept, Pia Palme wants to go back to the roots. It is baroque opera which provides the model: rather abstract plots, no spectacular action on stage. The communication of emotional changes in the characters dominates the action. Contrary to the 19th century notion of autonomous art, it is also important to her that the opera was embedded in a certain social practice:

The performance of an opera – stage, audience, the entire setup of the social and artistic ritual of an early baroque theatre performance – mirrored society as it was. As Octavio Paz argues, society met itself and staged itself in/during a Baroque feast. Society looked at itself in a mirror. As we know, the Baroque audience participated in the ritual by eating, drinking, talking and listening. Everything was part of one big staging, an all-embracing performance.\[48\]
In “ABSTRIAL” – the title is an artificial word comprising the terms “abstract” and “material” – an artificial space is created electronically by Electric Indigo. Various actions develop simultaneously in this setting, guided by different principles, such as audio scores, traditional notation, or improvisation. Expressing manifold emotional experiences, the protagonists’ movements on stage start, evolve, continue, and end only to begin again. As such, they correspond to the repetition of divergent musical patterns and processes. Both dance and voice manifest a desperate and unbreakable will to express themselves. It is the solo voice which links the artistic actions to the surrounding world. Verbal quotations add a political context. In addition, highly emotional passages characterised by unarticulated sounds appear. In the end, they result in classical singing, thus highlighting the emotional basis of classical expression. Pia Palme’s double bass recorder adds an instrumental voice carrying out another subjective version of the shared emancipatory process. The choir alludes to different musical styles. High staccato passages, for instance, recall the typical coloratura style of vocal singing. The more the piece evolves, the more dramatic elements join in. The scenic setting is dominated by huge shadows of the protagonists on the wall and the vivid dough, the fermentation process of which causes the glasses to fall on the ground and break. Undomesticated and unidentifiable sounds emerge. The torch in the darkness evokes the image of a search. Whispering is associated with the spread of secret news. An impressive climax is created by electronic means: the sound of breaking glass crashing from the ceiling into the whole room like a storm from the outside.

Audio Sample 7: “ABSTRIAL” (excerpt)
https://vimeo.com/66038518

Pia Palme’s thoughts about the piece reflect the whole process, expressing both the composer’s and at the same time the participating musician’s experiences.\[49\]

The verses reveal some of Palme’s main artistic occupations: her interest in the creation of spaces located somewhere between inside and outside, her intention to bridge the gap between scientific and emotional worldviews, and her interest in processes of creation. In addition, this text shows a certain idea of time which is also central to Pia Palme’s music: It is the present moment in which past, present, and future coincide, creating a novel intensity.

Many of Palme’s most recent scenic works establish relations between sound, plastic, and visual arts. As a consequence, music adopts the shape of a multimedia sculpture. It is the baroque notion of the work which, according to the composer, provides freedom for experimentation. In 2013 she wrote a composition for voice, feathers and a paper sculpture, percussion, live electronics, and a baroque ensemble (a=415 Hz) with flauto traverso, harpsichord, and viola da gamba. Based on a libretto by Pia Palme with texts from Margret Kreidl’s “SCHLAFEN WEINEN” (2002) and Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929), it also contributes to establishing a female musical tradition since the piece includes a deconstructed version of the “Prelude” in G-minor from Pieces de Clavecin (1687) by Elisabeth Jacquet de La Guerre.\[50\]

The piece’s communicative structure is characterised by the alternating parts of the musicians. A large paper sculpture dominates the scene. Recalling the traditional posture of an opera singer, it alludes to opera on the visual level, too. Pia Palme made the sculpture herself “by wrapping a mannequin puppet with moulded layers of simple wrapping-paper”. As she explained, it serves as an instrument as well: “The singer stands behind the sculpture and uses it as a versatile
percussion instrument, to be treated with precisely timed movements notated in the score. [...] The live electronic setup is partially controlled by feathers moved over light sensors.”

The title “BUT STILL ATTACHED TO LIFE AT ALL FOUR CORNERS” alludes to a line from Virginia Woolf’s text and highlights Palme’s conviction that even an artistic phenomenon as artificial as opera has to be rooted in daily life. The piece uses traditional singing and language. With the expansion into the field of visual art, the composer follows ways she has already tested in numerous collaborations with different artists. However, the specific experimental theatrical character is generated by the noises of paper.

Another recent work combining traditional instruments with sound art and visual art is “GIB SIE WIEDER. a warning commentary on resonance I” for viola d’amore, electronics, a sounding object, and contrabass recorder, composed in 2014. Once again there is a female tradition contained in the title. “Gib sie wied” (“Give it back”) is a quotation from a German folk song published in 1824 under the title “Warnung” (“Warning”): the text advises the fox to release the stolen goose in order not to attract the huntsman with his deadly gun. The song is still sung today by Austrian children. The main musical idea of Palme’s piece is to explore the phenomenon of resonance. For her it is combined with a feminist approach critically investigating the Western musical tradition. As the composer explained, the viola d’amore was associated with typical
Over centuries, qualities which were traditionally perceived as feminine – such as sympathy and resonance – have been assigned to the instrument. Therefore, its neck was often decorated with a carved female head. The instrument was frequently used in connection with feminine contexts or main female characters by (mostly male) composers such as Leoš Janáček, or in Bernard Herrmann’s film music.\(^{53}\)

At this crucial point, Palme intends to interfere – from her standpoint as a “contemporary composer and feminist” – by installing a novel form of sympathetic resonance in the composition: In order to guide the viola player, audio scores are used in addition to the written score. In the last two parts of the four-part composition, these aural inputs are also transmitted to the audience. Feathers, paper, and a wooden box serve as sounding objects. As they also contribute to the setting on stage with all their aesthetic qualities, a transgression to visual art takes place. Scenic and musical elements merge in a unique way. By amplifying the resonant strings of the viola d’amore and transducing them into the wooden box, Palme creates an integrative sound. The sound of the viola blends with the box’s sound, but it is the resonant strings of the viola that form the basis for the amplification. Consequently, the instrument’s sound seems to evolve in an intimate space created by itself. The atmosphere resulting from this process is a particularly sensual and soft one. In the composition’s second part the viola player’s hands have to act completely separately, guided partly by the audio score. In part three a text guides the player. The words are also audible to the listeners. In this part the contrabass recorder joins in. The text written by Pia Palme during the composing process was whispered by a vocalist for the recording. It deals with the phenomenon of resonance. Whispered words merge with soft resonating sounds and rhythmic noise produced by the bow. At certain moments, the text is also spoken rhythmically. The soft dynamics contribute to the sensual atmosphere. It is an inner world of resonance that seems to open up, dramatically full of emotions and colours, lively and soft at the same time. At the end, the voice acts as a soloist, whereas the viola remains silent.

Audio Sample 8: “GIB SIE WIEDER. a warning commentary on resonance I”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/gib-sie-wieder-her-a-warning-1

The text reflects the composer’s thoughts during the process of creating the piece. It can thus be regarded as a self-reflection in sound the composer shares with the public. Picking up the notion of “forced resonance”, the text recapitulates questions which occurred to her during the composition process. This adds a level of verbal communication to the piece. Metaphorically, the questions raised in the text deal with the state of freedom and free will within society.\(^{54}\)

In addition, the title adds a specific semantic dimension to the piece. As the piece alludes to an old but still well-known nursery song it can also be understood as a souvenir of something forgotten and lost that should be recalled and experienced in a novel, contemporary way. Communication takes place with the help of a specific sound space that is at the same time overwhelming and soft. Nevertheless, it includes room for reflection. Through pauses as well as a specific shape of time, freedom is created for both musicians and listeners, thus enabling words
Palme composed another version of this piece for harp and electronics in the same year, “GIB SIE WIEDER. a warning commentary on resonance II”. The piece is conceived as a mixture of inside and outside performance: a recording of feedback sounds and noises, voice, and harp alternate and merge with a live performance. The live harp is tuned in a completely different microtonal scordatura than the recorded one. Each of the harpists uses an individual score. In addition, there is an overall concept that sketches a process of transforming noise into sound and vice versa, as the composer explained: “While the ‘outside’ part moves from noise to sound, the ‘inner’ part develops in the opposite direction: from pitched sound (more precisely: feedback sounds) to noisy parts.” Palme’s objective is for the two harps to merge into one sonic object. Again, resonance is a major means of shaping the atmosphere. Two speakers are placed directly on the soundboard of the harp on stage, causing the electronic track to be filtered by the resonance of the harp. Thus, resonance and live performance interfere acoustically with each other. As Palme explained, the goose feathers used for playing the harp during the recording and the live performances “play with the image conveyed by the song, the goose wanting to be free”. Furthermore, they recall ancient writing and composition traditions as well as the sound of the harpsichord’s strings, which are plucked by feathers. Altogether, for Palme the feather is “a tool of creative expression”. The sound of the recorded harp is characterised by the composer as a kind of “trapped voice” and stands for the concept of a “remote feminine presence”, underlining the social implications of the work’s plan. “Patterns of gender interactions pervade musical performance and the history of instruments, as well as music as such. In this piece, I work and play with this background noise from a feminist composer’s point of view.”

Audio Sample 9: “GIB SIE WIEDER. a warning commentary on resonance II” (electronic track, inside the harp)
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/inside-the-harp-gib-sie-wieder

IV. Self-reflection and Exploration of the Creative Process

Pia Palme’s pieces not only establish various relationships to fellow artists and divergent artistic traditions. Moreover, they initiate a critical reflection on the concept of the musical work itself. During the second half of the 20th century, the notion of musical work has become one of the most disputed aesthetic terms. As Richard Klein recently argued, even if the idea of the work as an ontological entity fixed once and for all in the score is, without any doubt, outdated today, it would nevertheless be much too simple to regard the term as obsolete. Rather, it is the task of musicologists today to conceive of the work in a novel way by taking into account discourses based on cultural and media history. Palme’s pieces contribute to this task in an artistic manner. First, they demonstrate that a work of art can be understood as a sort of writing, the elements of which are not only abstract but also vivid and corporeal. Second, by combining traditional and avant-gardist elements her pieces sometimes even bridge generations and centuries as well as different geographical traditions. Yet most importantly, Palme’s œuvre makes it clear that the work of art is a dynamic event fed by several sources. Thus, for the
composer, participating in the creation of a work always involves a search for the unknown. The exploration of the creative process, from her standpoint, is a form of self-experience. As already described above, Palme wrote texts contemplating the creative process in several of her works. These activities culminate in “LIP OF THE REAL”, in which exploration and composition of the stream of thought is the focus of the artist’s interest. The piece’s first version for mezzo-soprano, throat microphone and PTT button, live electronics, and percussion was composed in 2012. The composer characterised the piece, which is based on German and English texts by Margret Kreidl, Pia Palme, and Anne Waldman, as “a contemporary solo for voice”. Conceived as extensions of the voice, electronics and percussion create a sound space around the vocalist. The vocal score contains four staves. Each mirrors a specific aspect of the musician’s thought activity. According to the composer, this setting should express movements of the creative mind on a structural level, corresponding to the different layers of consciousness and awareness constituting the activity of the mind. “Every staff has a different tempo and textural content”, she explicated. Whereas actual singing is only used on the bottom of the system, the upper parts employ technical means to make silent inner voices audible. Softly uttered single words constitute the part of the “Inner Voice”, whereas the “watching activity” is located at the top of the system, depicted with the help of the text written by Pia Palme. It is read with a closed mouth and transmitted in fragments by the throat microphone. The part of the “Secret Voice” mediates between inner and outer activities. It contains the greatest amount of text.

From the listener’s perspective, the different layers of verbal expression and breath constitute divergent forms of nearness and distance. Distinct articulation bridges distances. Murmuring voices, by contrast, appear to give insight in otherwise inaudible inner spaces. Soft-spoken words evoke the impression of secret participation and confidence. Whereas on the one hand different expressive sound spaces are built up, on the other hand transformations take place. Voice, instruments, and electronics become indistinguishable; vocal expressions constitute rhythmic pulsations. In the continuously changing electronically and instrumentally generated space that constitutes the context for the solo voice, sound signals appear as a secret code. Scenic associations are evoked by the broken language as well as by abruptly entering powerful events which can be associated with natural forces. The drama resulting from the interference of these layers seems fragmented, broken, and unreadable. New sounds evoking inhuman as well as human worlds join traditional fields of expression.

Audio Sample 10: “LIP OF THE REAL”
https://soundcloud.com/palmeworks/lip-of-the-real-ii

In an article on the second version of the piece, which is a part of her arts PhD, Palme reveals the background ideas of her concept in more detail. It is music by the baroque composer Georg Philipp Telemann that serves as a model for the innovative layout:

Prompted by the hidden polyphony of Telemann’s solo pieces, I define a five-tiered system for the solo part on a scale from the internal monologue to extroverted vocality. I develop techniques such as using a throat-microphone to capture composed ‘mental noise’ or using a text as a timing device. [^59]
As she explains, her objective is to reverse the noise/signal duality.

Voice extends into instrumental performance and is supported by a percussion part; via microphone and live-electronic improvisation, ‘the noise of the mind’ is exploded into a ‘spatial basso continuo’. As an improvising performer, I interact with the meta-identity of composed parts, inviting disturbance as an ingredient of my compositional plan. [60]

As her statement shows, her activity as a composer is always influenced by her experience as a performer. According to Palme, observing the activity of the mind during a performance is a practical problem. By exploring the noise of the mind, she aims at interweaving contemplative concepts, scientific perspectives, and personal experience.

Conclusion

In her recently published book on Karlheinz Stockhausen, Ivanka Stoianova speaks of two divergent or complementary strategies that characterise 20th century music: a “strong” strategy relying on the closed oeuvre which corresponds to the Western written tradition on the one hand and a “weak” strategy based on improvisation and experimentation generating the open work on the other hand. [61] Pia Palme’s oeuvre integrates both strategies. Her works are characterised by the alternation of fore- and background, inner and outer spaces; further by a tendency to create sounds combining opposite aspects of expression, such as civilisation and nature, norms and freedom, rationality and emotion; and finally, by a meditative dimension which is often related to the textual basis of her pieces and nevertheless does not exclude political thinking. By transforming vocal sounds into instrumental sounds and vice versa, Palme continues the course of the traditional post-war avant-garde. At the same time, however, by inserting contemplative and personal experiences, as well as scientific and political views, she creates a highly individual path. Palme fills well-known sounds and structures with topical emotional sense. Creating novel forms of expression and communication are two of her main objectives. Even when she continues a tradition, such as Ligeti’s speech composition, [62] the expression she seeks is a new one: the voice of a new generation embodying a feminine, sometimes even a feminist, and pluralist position. Politically, Palme’s work is a plea for collaboration and a human culture without limits, including men and women from all over the world. Her works are utopian and real at the same time, for they exist as practical performances and thus testify to the feasibility of the idea of collaboration and successful communication. For her, music is a tool for experimentation, construction, shared experience, and reflection. It establishes a counter-world which is at the same time rooted in our everyday world and manifests itself as shared action. Processes of construction and destruction, visible and invisible structures manifest themselves in her works. Internal and external processes come together, overlap, or develop in a parallel manner. It is by technical means that they become sensual experiences. According to Pia Palme, music provides emotional insight. Thus, making music is for her a cognitive act. Her search for expression frees itself from the poles of subjectivity and objectivity together with the tendency to separate new and old music. Her works are not representation – neither expression of inner emotion nor pure expression of the musical material. Her music incorporates all these aspects to different degrees.
Thus it contributes to a novel understanding of expression and a new worldview in which subjective and objective moments merge. With her concept, the composer distances herself from classifications and contemporary currents such as electronic music, new music, or sound art. Operating at traditional limits and calling them into question seems to be a necessary part of her artistic personality. It is exactly this characteristic feature that makes her join those experimental female artists whose works still wait to be explored.

Pia Palme characterises herself as a listener. When asked about the Austrian aspects in her works she mentions her childhood experiences hearing different sound worlds overlap: Raised in Sievering, a part of the 19th district of Vienna, she always heard voices, music, and, later in the evening, spontaneous singing coming from the Heurigen (taverns) next to her parents’ house. However, listening, for her, implies not only outside soundscapes but also inner voices and all those missing in society’s choir. This aspect too, as she explains, is connected to her childhood observations in post-war Vienna in the 1950s. There was a lack of communication concerning the war; this heavily influenced the atmosphere from the child Pia’s viewpoint. Another particularly powerful impact on the child was the observation that many mansions in Sievering were empty because they had belonged to Jews forced to abandon them and flee, murdered or expelled by the Nazi regime. Yet there was not much information available; everything was covered by a cloak of silence. Pia Palme’s interest in unheard and unarticulated voices results not least from these early impressions.

Palme’s artistic world is a sensitive and reflective one. Whereas many of her contemporaries stick to a quite old-fashioned idea of authorship still featuring the composer as a genius, her artistic concepts are precise and at the same time open for perspectives and contributions by others. It is this quality that relates her approach to other experimental artists, such as Olga Neuwirth and contributes to the interest her pieces raise. Further, her innovative notion of authorship engenders the international, global character of her work.

It is exactly for these reasons that Palme’s art not only relates to the thoughts of feminists such as Rosi Braidotti or Hélène Cixous, but further develops their ideas within a specific musical framework. “As a figuration of contemporary subjectivity”, Rosi Braidotti writes, the nomad is a postmetaphysical, intensive, multiple entity, functioning in a net of interconnections. S/he cannot be reduced to a linear, teleological form of subjectivity but is rather the site of multiple connections. S/he is embodied, and therefore cultural; as an artefact, s/he is a technological compound of human and post-human; s/he is complex, endowed with multiple capacities for interconnectedness in the impersonal mode. S/he is a cyborg, but equipped also with an unconscious. S/he is [...] endowed with a multicultural perspective: S/he is abstract and perfectly, operationally real.

As I have demonstrated, Pia Palme brings an international community of contemporary artists together with her projects. In addition, she contributes to a tradition in which women composers figure prominently, too. It is in this sense that the label “Austrian” and the term “woman composer” might be useful: signifying a field of influences that generates an individual artistic view. This view is the basis for Pia Palme’s transdisciplinary work, which crosses boundaries
“without concern for the vertical distinctions around which they have been organised”. Politically, Palme follows a path that Braidotti had in mind when conceiving of nomad as a feminist paradigm establishing “a sort of counter-memory, or a space of resistance”: According to Braidotti, “the many voices of women in the text are also a way of emphasizing and celebrating the subtlety and theoretical relevance of women’s thought.” The nomadic consciousness in Braidotti’s view/mind is highly subversive: “Feminists – or other critical intellectuals as nomadic subject – are those who have forgotten to forget injustice and symbolic poverty: their memory is activated against the stream; they enact a rebellion of subjugated knowledges.

For Braidotti, nomadic consciousness “consists in not taking any kind of identity as permanent”: “The nomad is only passing through; s/he makes those necessarily situated connections that can help her/him to survive, but s/he never takes on fully the limits of one national, fixed identity.” In a similar sense, the Austrian writer Ingeborg Bachmann interpreted the historical term “House of Austria”, designating the Habsburg dynasty, in a novel way: as an international community of artists that establish a new, human tradition by focusing on a cosmopolitan idea of home, which is at the same time individual and unsteady.

Pia Palme’s music provides a platform for many voices. In also including forgotten, neglected, or distinguished voices, her music adopts a dimension of commemoration. By creating a cosmopolitan perspective, she is deconstructing the term Austrian as a national or local classification. In addition, by working in places such as the Cosmos Theatre or organising festivals such as e_may she contributes actively to the shape of contemporary Austrian culture. “Austrian” is no relevant category relating to a particular restricted present space, but it may be a point of departure. Communicating musically in a novel way, playing together without limits, is the challenge and the demand. Nationalist perspectives are deconstructed in favour of a global view. In creating relations, Pia Palme makes invisible traditions visible. When she highlights the impact of feminine music by referring to works by women artists of the past and the present, her aim is a change in evaluation. Female contributions should become visible from an individual perspective and thus become part of a musical communication over time and space. Understood in such a sense, the terms “female” and “Austrian” are less constructed than deconstructed: An outdated view of identity is replaced by a more international and even global perspective. Thus, Palme’s notion of identity provokes novel approaches that contrast with the mainstream, seemingly neutral discourses in new music which are still characterised by the tendency to exclude female contributions. Further, an examination of her œuvre challenges well-established views on the music of the post-war avant-garde highly dominated by German perspectives. Publications on developments which took place at centres such as Donaueschingen and Darmstadt still have not been complemented by more decentred approaches. Therefore, a deconstructed “Austrian” perspective might aid in questioning this nationally based view and instigate further studies from different viewpoints, leading to a more global and thus novel viewpoint. “The feminist nomadic journey goes on, by necessity”, writes Rosi Braidotti, encouraging women “to repossess the multi-layered structure of their subjectivity as the site or historical sedimentation of meanings and representations that must be worked through”: “Not unlike Walter Benjamin’s angel of history, nomadic feminist thinkers already have a foot in the next century, while keeping in sight the very past from which they are struggling to emerge.”
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